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0. .,. u~~ 'ldct11t. 
The Watch above described to he fre0 ;om u · constructional defects which -
might hinder its proper working, The Guara ee extends to all interruptions in 
the working of the watch which may occur without the responsibility of the -
wearer. This Guarantee does not cover the spring and crystal, cleaning of the 
movement nor the repairing of the case. The right to make use of the Guarantee 
may only he exercised if the watch has been submitted for repair to none but 

foyJ./t~...d. 

our authorized Agents PERSONALLY. fl) ,J.... 1. 1· C;1',eyresen a ive 



The watch, being of very delicate mechanism , and nevertheless, required to be constantly 
going, should be submitted to the following management to work well: 

1. Keep the watch free from dust, daJmp, the of acids an d from excess of 
temperature whether hot or cold. - 2. Never expose the works to the air except when it is 
necessary to regulate the watch. 3. If, from any cause, the c:>.se should not shut 
tight get it repaired without d Jay. - 4. Have the watch properly clean ed every two years, for 
though the watch may do without it, its regulaiity is impeded and its m echanism injured by the 
want of oil. - 5. A watch, regulated to be worn, will go faster, when left in a state of rest. ---:--
6. Regulate your watch on a good regulator, for clocks seldom go correctly. - .7. When travelling, 
attention must be paid to the meridian time. ~ 8. When after the watch has been in wear 
i;;9me time, a slight vaJ"iation be~ins to be obs~rvable, set to time without regulating. - 9. Wind 
up your watch DAILY at the SAME HOUR. )o this cautiously. Hold the watch still when 
winding. - A watch should always be kept g( ing. 

THE WATCHES OF OUR INVENTION WHICH ARE WOUND UP AND SET TO TIME 
WITHOUT A KEY, by means of a simple and durable mechanism are very convenient for use 
and last longer; for as it is not necessary to 1 pen them, the dust and damp cannot get in and 
the oil doses not coagulate so soon. - To " ind up the watch, turn between the finger and 
thumb to the right, the milled knob upon the s1em; stop as soon as you meet with a slight re-
sistance, as in windling up with a key. - To s•,t to time, draw out the said knob till you feel it 
disengaged by a slight jerk. Then, by turning to the right or left, the hands are moved back-
ward or forward ; as soon as they are on the Lour required, push the knob back into its place. 
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